The House and Ballroom community (HBC) is faced with providing the social, emotional, and financial support while managing the HIV Epidemic within the HBC. This has been a reality of the community for the last 40 years as HIV has deeply impacted the lives of HBC members. Local CBOs help to provide HIV testing and care. However, HBC has not had that level of support with COVID-19. This is specifically true for events in the south, where Ballroom is highly represented, Black people are disproportionately impacted by COVID-19, and there is a lack of local COVID-19 policies to provide protection to the attendees. There is an opportunity to prioritize this community around COVID-19.

MISSION
Empower our most vulnerable LGBTQ+ community members by taking them off of the path of needing emergency care. The organization emphasizes economic, social, and mental empowerment through a variety of holistic educational, financial, support-based, housing, and health programs.

VISION
As we provide consistent, necessary, and empowering resources to LGBTQ+ clients, we envision a future with and for them that avoids crisis situations through action plans and connection to community.

PROJECT SUMMARY
The House and Ballroom community (HBC) is faced with providing the social, emotional, and financial support while managing the HIV Epidemic within the HBC. This has been a reality of the community for the last 40 years as HIV has deeply impacted the lives of HBC members. Local CBOs help to provide HIV testing and care. However, HBC has not had that level of support with COVID-19. This is specifically true for events in the south, where Ballroom is highly represented, Black people are disproportionately impacted by COVID-19, and there is a lack of local COVID-19 policies to provide protection to the attendees. There is an opportunity to prioritize this community around COVID-19.